
 

How to find out who has been accessing your wireless network with the 3com officeconnect wireless 11g access point discovery
software Many people often ask themselves "who has been accessing my wireless network?" and this post will give you the
answer. The 3com officeconnect wireless 11g access point discovery software gives you a listing of all devices that have
connected to your 3com officeconnect. 

The cool thing about what we're going to talk about today is that it couldn't be easier! You just need to download and install
Google's Chrome browser on your PC, Mac, or even iOS device and then head over to: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/. At
the top of the page you'll see a search box. Simply enter "WiFi connection tool" and hit enter. In a matter of seconds you'll be
presented with a page that shows the WiFi connection tool with is by "Addons4Google LLC". It's available for both Windows
and Mac! The WiFi connection tool is a simple webpage, but what is most interesting about this wireless detection tool is that it
bypasses most firewalls and allows you to see who has been using your wireless network even if they have disabled their client.
Additionally, it does not depend on the Wireless Zero Configuration service. Once you've installed the WiFi connection tool,
just enter the IP address of your router or access point and hit "Enter". You'll then be presented with a list of wireless access
points and client devices that have connected to it! Simply click on any device and see what MAC address and SSID is has
connected with! If you're an apartment dweller who's tired of your neighbor stealing your wifi bandwidth, this WiFi connection
tool allows you to find out who has been stealing your bandwidth! That way you can confront them about their WiFi theft.
Sometimes WiFi theft is done unintentionally by someone in an adjacent apartment or by another person in the same apartment
complex. In the majority of cases, people steal your wifi bandwidth because their router is too old and doesn't have good range.
In my particular situation, I found out that my neighbor in the adjacent apartment was stealing my wifi bandwidth by using a
3com access point that was several years old. What I did in this case was to have a nice polite conversation with my neighbor
about his crappy wireless signal. To his surprise, I personally handed him a brand new Netgear wireless dual band access point
which solved all his wifi problems instantly! In addition to giving him a better wireless signal, I personally extended my range so
that it took in part of our apartments too. Sometimes wireless signal problems are due to mutual interference (which I discussed
in my post How To Boost Your WiFi Signal), but if your wireless network has decent range and the person next door still
manages to steal your wifi bandwidth, I recommend approaching them and offering to hand them a better wireless access point
which will likely solve their problem. At the end of the day, we all like to be treated as customers and wouldn't want to do
business with a person who treats us rudely. Additionally this kind of behavior makes us angry enough that it is likely that
whoever you are talking with will speak highly of how you handled the situation.
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